Challenges of using mobile phone signalling data to estimate urban population density: Towards smart cities and sustainable urban development Junyan Yang 1 , Yi Shi 1 , Chuck Yu 2 and Shi-Jie Cao 1, 3 As the user and developer of urban environment, the population's spatial distribution and flow changes would reflect the social-economic dynamics of a society, which are two key factors affecting a city's sustainable development, including its social and economic vitality, infrastructure construction, public service allocation, urban transportation, housing and ecological and environmental issues, etc. Population density is one of the most frequently used metrics to indicate urban population situation, referring to the spatial presence and distribution pattern of the total population or a specific group within a region in a certain period. To some extent, population density can reflect the dynamic development of a city, 1 including its growth, 2 land use 3 and urban economic development. 4 It is also closely correlated with the environment, which is manifested in its influence on the partition of regional climate zones, 5 greenhouse gas emission, 6 urban noise pollution 7 and chemical or biological pollutions on the public built spaces 8 and so forth. Therefore, the understanding of the spatial distribution of the urban population has a significant implication. The study can be carried out by measurement and estimation of population density for urban development and distribution of public service infrastructure, to further provide the main foundation for urban planning policies to ensure sustainable urban development. 9 The call detail record (CDR) data using base stations as units has been documented and these data can reflect differences in population density among various areas of a city, such as Milan, 10, 11 Rome, 12, 13 New York, 14 Boston, 15 Los Angeles, 16 Paris, 17 Shanghai 18 and Beijing. 19 Mobile signalling data can be collected at high sampling rates and location data can be recorded with a high update frequency from all mobile devices that are turned on and are refreshed at every 5-10 min intervals. Therefore, mobile signalling data have been introduced as a more precise data source in the calculation of urban population density in urban structural studies.
Application demonstration
The application of smart and sustainable urban planning has a promising potential when considering higher update frequency of mobile phone signalling data. For instance, Deville et al. 20 studied a mobile data-driven population density in the southern Europe and proposed that each administrative district be weighted by the land area when calculating the dynamic population density. The method superimposes the boundaries of each administrative district with those of base station cells and hypothesizes the population within these cells are distributed evenly on a two-dimensional plane to measure the population of each superimposed block. The total population of each administrative district is then calculated by adding up the population of these superimposed blocks which belong to the same administrative district. 20 Additionally, population density measurement at a smaller scale such as street blocks is made possible by introducing more parameters such as building storey counts ( Figure 1 ). This example shows that there is a bigger role for the application of mobile signalling data for urban planning.
In this new data environment, there has been a trend in the urban planning research to incorporate mobile data terminals, new media and positioning devices in population activity studies. There are multiple benefits that could come from this:
(1) A new human-oriented perspective can be provided for assessing urban spaces and environments. The fundamental objective of urban planning is to provide material and social spaces that are comfortable, reasonable and accessible. Urban planning aims to serve the people and to provide urban spaces as the main amenity for people's activities. Therefore, the evaluation should be conducted by the people, through their activities, as the users of urban spaces to evaluate whether an urban space has fully satisfied their needs, i.e. whether it could maximize the economic benefits while staying easy-to-use for the consumers and workers. The precise measurement of urban population's activities can inform the urban planners of the quality of urban spaces and environments. (2) The data would provide a powerful tool that could aid the sustainable development of the city. The population distribution data collected from personal positioning devices like mobile phones can accurately capture the demand for each public service. They are also sensitive to the special behavioural patterns of vulnerable groups such as the elderly and the unemployed. Such advantages would make them an effective tool in allocating public resources and improving social equality. Detailed observations of the dynamic spatial distribution of all urban groups can allow studies on the living conditions, time and space constraint and daily behavioural patterns of citizens, to inform the location selection of urban service facilities and to optimize the traffic management and eventually, would make the city management more intelligent, humane and sustainable.
State of the art
Mobile phone signalling data include the serial number and the coordinates of the base station where the mobile phone is connected at each moment rather than the precise coordinates of the users themselves. Hence, in urban space studies based on mobile phone signalling data, some calculation is always needed to convert all the data in terms of base stations into spatially distributed data format. The calculation methods for population density based on mobile phone signalling data can be briefly categorized into the following three types.
Calculation method for population density based on base station cells
A base station cell, or a cellular service zone, is usually a planar service area centred around a base station in mobile networks that is regular hexagonal shaped. Louail et al. 21 defined the spatial scope of a base station cell via the Thiessen polygon method. Then the method can be used to calculate the transient population density based on the number of base station users and the base station cell area. This is a very basic method for population density calculation based on mobile phone signalling data.
Calculation method for population density based on grids
However, a base station cell would usually cover several square kilometres, rendering the scale too large for certain urban studies. More microscopic and refined research is viable by breaking down the aggregated user data from base stations into smaller spatial grids through clustering or hotspot analyses. Clustering analysis has been employed by Reades et al. 12 and Girardin et al. 13 on mobile phone CDR data of Rome in Italy, through which the base station user data were regrouped into 300 Â 300 m grids. Louail et al. 21 applied this method to an even larger scale of 1 Â 1 km per grid in the comparison of mobile phone user distribution hotspots between Bilbao and Vigo in Spain.
Calculation method for population density based on spatial interpolation
Spatial interpolation is the umbrella term for any calculation methods that convert discrete point measurements to continuous data surfaces. A series of innovative research employed the geographical interpolation method to determine the distribution density of mobile phone users. 10,11 Becker 22 conducted an analysis on the population density in New York suburban areas with different interpolation methods.
Challenges
The aforementioned methods are widely adopted to calculate population density using mobile phone signalling data in recent years. These different methods identically start from the same core idea which is to turn 'points' data of base stations into 'surfaces' data covering a certain spatial scope, i.e. to put the mobile phone signalling data in a spatial context so that they can be consulted more easily in comparison with other urban systems. Therefore, two major limitations can be summarized below.
The data unit is lacking of realistic spatial connotation and is difficult to be correlated with other urban data sources by using the closed data structure A common feature of the existing population density calculation methods is that they all rely on defining a space by abstract geometrical shapes such as polygons and grids, These are further used for converting points data in terms of base stations to surfaces data, which corresponds to definitive spatial scopes. The abstract shapes are largely removed from the real-world spatial boundaries such as mountains, rivers and roads. Thus, the data blocks (defined in terms of these shapes) generally lack the sense of real-world implications. Further, since these calculation methods engage spatial units are greatly different from the real spatial structures of the city, the signalling data become a closed structure, which is difficult to be integrated with other multi-source and heterogeneous spatial data. This becomes the biggest limitation for an in-depth urban space research using mobile phone signalling data.
The data measurement remains accurate only at a macro-scale and the accuracy plunges on the meso-and micro-scales
The existing population density calculation methods (i.e. based on grids or spatial interpolations) can be predicated following the normal distribution. A normally distributed dataset is the basis for the mean estimation method, and it is also the statistical premise to estimate the population density of a city using spatially discretized base station data. Since the 1950s, a series of urban population density models have been proposed, e.g. the Clark model, 23 the allometric growth model of urban population and urban area, 24, 25 the normal density model, 26, 27 the negative exponential model and the double exponential model. 28 The estimation results using these models are performing well (producing continuous and smooth curves) only for macro-scale. The density distribution would show increasing evident of variability with the zooming of the scale. Corresponding solutions should be investigated on improving the accuracy of the population density calculation on meso-and micro-scales.
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